
Open/close device 

 

int mstrfip_init() 

It initializes the mstrfip library. It must be called before doing anything else. 

@return 0 on success, otherwise -1 and errno is appropriately set 

void mstrfip_exit() 

It releases the resources allocated by mstrfip_init(). It must be called when you stop to use this library. 

struct mstrfip_dev *mstrfip_open_by_fmc(uint32_t device_id) 

Open a mstrfip device node using PCIe slot ID 

@param[in] device_id 

@return It returns an anonymous mstrfip_dev structure on success. On error, NULL is returned, and 

errno is set appropriately. 

struct mstrfip_dev *mstrfip_open_by_lun(uint32_t lun) 

Open a mstrfip device node using logical number unit 

@param[in] lun an integer argument to select the device or negative number to take the first one found. 

@return It returns an anonymous mstrfip_dev structure on success. On error, NULL is returned, and 

errno is set appropriately. 

void mstrfip_close(struct mstrfip_dev *dev) 

It closes a mstrfip device opened with one of the following function: mstrfip_open_by_lun(), 

mstrfip_open_by_fmc(). 

@param[in] dev device token 

 



MasterFIP configuration 

 

enum mstrfip_bitrate: 

MSTRFIP_BITRATE_31, /**< 31.25 kb/s */ 

MSTRFIP_BITRATE_1000, /**< 1 Mb/s */ 

MSTRFIP_BITRATE_2500, /**< 2.5 Mb/s */ 

struct mstrfip_hw_cfg : 

int enable_ext_trig; An external trigger is used to drive the macro cyle 

int enable_ext_trig_term; A 50ohms termination is added to the external trigger 

int enable_int_trig; Internal trigger is used to drive the macro cycle. 

Set in conjunction with enable_ext_trig, it supplies to the absence of external trig and the system runs in 

free run mode and resynchronize when the external pulse is back. 

uint32_t turn_around_ustime; set a specific turn around time for the master. 

The FIP protocol specifies that this value should be inside a range according to the speed of the bus: 

31.25KB/s     tr_min:424us    tr_max:440us 

1MB/s         tr_min:10us     tr_max:33us 

2.5MB/s       tr_min:13us     tr_max:40us 

Set to 0, the maximum value of the range is taken as turn around time for the master. 

struct mstrfip_sw_cfg : 

int irq_thread_prio; in the range 1 to 99 as defined by Linux RT schedulers. 
int diag_thread_prio; in the range 1 to 99 as defined by Linux RT schedulers. 

uint32_t event_ustimeout; masterfip library waits on event programmed by the application, 

and calls application's function registered with the event. The wait stops when the time out has elapsed and 

application’s error handler is called. By default the time out is set to 1.1*macrocycle. 

void (* mstrfip_error_handler)(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, enum mstrfip_error_list error); 

Application error handler called by the library in case of run time error. 

int mstrfip_rtapp_reset(struct mstrfip_dev *dev) 

Restarts both real-time applications. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_hw_speed_get(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, enum mstrfip_bitrate *bitrate) 

Read from the HW the bus speed. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in, out] bitrate returned speed as one member of enum mstrfip_bitrate 

int mstrfip_hw_response_time_get(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, int agent_count, int agent_addr_list[], 

uint32_t response_nstime_list[]) 

This process runs only once at startup and is used to collect the response (turnaround) time of each nodes in the bus. 

Returns the response time in nanosecond for all the requested agents identified by their address on the bus. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] agent_count number of agents, defining the size of agent_addr_list and response_nstime_list. 

@param[in] agent_addr_list list of addresses for the requested agents. 

@param[in, out] response_nstime allocated by the caller and filled in with response time in nano second for 

requested agents. A value of 0ns means that the communication with the agent has timed out. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_hw_cfg_set(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_hw_cfg *cfg) 

Set hardware configuration 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] cfg desired hardware configuration. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_sw_cfg_set(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_sw_cfg *cfg) 

Set software configuration. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] cfg desired software configuration. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

 



Macrocycle configuration 

 

struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mstrfip_macrocycle_create(struct mstrfip_dev *dev) 

Creates a macrocycle object associated to the given masterfip device 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return It returns an anonymous macrocycle structure on success. On error, NULL is returned, and errno is set 

appropriately. 

int mstrfip_macrocycle_delete (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mcycle) 

Delete a macrocycle object and its associated resources (in the FPGA). 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle to delete. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_macrocycle_reset( struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mcycle) 

Reset a macrocycle object by deleting all its associated resources (in the FPGA). 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle to reset 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_macrocycle_isvalid (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mcycle) 

Check if the given macrocycle has a valid configuration in order to be loaded. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle to check 

@return 1 if the macrocycle is valid and 0 if it is invalid. 

enum mstrfip_data_type 

MSTRFIP_PER_VAR, periodic variable 

MSTRFIP_APER_VAR, aperiodic variable 

MSTRFIP_IDENT_VAR, identification aperiodic variable 

MSTRFIP_APER_MSG, aperiodic message 

MSTRFIP_APER_MSG_ACK, aperiodic acknowledged message 

enum mstrfip_data_status 

MSTRFIP_DATA_OK, valid FIP data 

MSTRFIP_DATA_FRAME_ERROR, frame fault. @see frame_error field for details 

MSTRFIP_DATA_PAYLOAD_ERROR, payload fault. @see payload_error for details 

MSTRFIP_DATA_NOT_RECEIVED, no new data received since last reading. 

enum mstrfip_frame_errors 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_OK no frame error 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_TMO time out. No reply frame from agent until silence time expired 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_ERR CRC frame error 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_BAD_CTRL bad control byte. Agent replied but the control byte is incorrect 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_BAD_PDU bad PDU byte. Agent replied but the PDU byte is incorrect (N/A for messages) 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_BAD_BSZ wrong number of bytes. The payload doesn’t have the right size 

 enum mstrfip_payload_errors 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_PAYLOAD_OK payload is OK 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_PAYLOAD_NOT_REFRESH not a fresh payload sent by the agent (MPS != 0x5) 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_PAYLOAD_NOT_SIGNIFICANT the payload content is not significant (MPS != 0x5) 

MSTRFIP_FRAME_PAYLOAD_NOT_PROMPT not implemented for the time being 

 



Macrocycle configuration (cont.) 

 

struct mstrfip_data 

The same structure is used for ID_DAT or RP_DAT* frames, produced or consumed 

 { 

enum mstrfip_data_type type; type of FIP data object 

uint16_t id; identification encoded in 2bytes: |Byte1: var number (for msg it´s=0) | Byte0: agent address|. 

uint8_t* buffer; data buffer containing the payload value 

uint32_t bsz; size of the payload. For variables the payload size is constant but for messages, size is dynamic. 

enum mstrfip_data_status status; global status. @see enum mstrfip_data_status 

enum mstrfip_frame_errors frame_error; detailled frame error. @see enum mstrfip_frame_errors 

uint32_t payload_error; detailed payload errors. 

payload_errors should be decoded using enum mstrfip_payload_errors (bits are not exclusives) 

void *priv; private object linked to the FIP data for internal purpose of the library. 

} 

struct mstrfip_data_cfg: 

int id; variable id made of 2 bytes: |Byte1: var number|Byte0: agent address| 

enum mstrfip_data_flags flags; 

MSTRFIP_DATA_FLAGS_PROD flag for a produced variable/message 

MSTRFIP_DATA_FLAGS_CONS flag for a consumed variable/message 

MSTRFIP_DATA_FLAGS_ACK flag for a message being acknowledged. 

int max_bsz; max size in bytes of the payload. FIP protocol defines a limit of 263 bytes. 

void (* mstrfip_data_handler)(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *data, struct mstrfip_irq *irq); 

User callback called when this FIP data is scheduled on the bus. 

struct mstrfip_data *mstrfip_var_create(struct mstrfip_macrocycle * mcycle, struct mstrfip_data_cfg *cfg) 

Create a periodic variable object for the given macrocycle, according to the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle 

@param[in] cfg periodic variable configuration (@see struct mstrfip_data_cfg) 

@return a pointer to the new object on success, NULL on error and errno is set appropriately. 

struct mstrfip_data *mstrfip_msg_create(struct mstrfip_macrocycle * mcycle, struct mstrfip_data_cfg *cfg) 

Create an aperiodic message object for the given macrocycle, according to the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle 

@param[in] cfg aperiodic message configuration (@see struct mstrfip_data_cfg) 

@return a pointer to the new object on success, NULL on error and errno is set appropriately. 

struct mstrfip_data *mstrfip_ident_var_create(struct mstrfip_macrocycle * mcycle, uint32_t agent_address) 

Create an aperiodic identification variable object for the given macrocycle, according to the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocycle 

@param[in] agent_address address of the agent for which the identification variable is created 

@return a pointer to the new object on success, NULL on error and errno is set appropriately. 

struct mstrfip_per_var_wind_cfg 

struct mstrfip_data **varlist; list of pointers to periodic var objects, to be scheduled in this periodic window. 

unsigned int var_count; number of pointers to periodic variables in varlist. 

int mstrfip_per_var_wind_append (struct mstrfip_macrocycle * mcycle, struct mstrfip_per_var_wind_cfg *cfg) 

Append a periodic variable window in the macro cycle using the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the given macrocyle 

@param[in] cfg periodic window configuration (@see struct mstrfip_per_var_wind_cfg) 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 



Macrocycle configuration (cont.) 

struct mstrfip_aper_var_wind_cfg { 

uint32_t end_ustime; time (in us), relative to the macro cycle start, at which the aperiodic window ends. 

unsigned int enable_diag; Enabling diagnostic implies an extra traffic on the bus 
 Periodic traffic: a periodic window scheduling the two variables of the fip diag (0x067F and 0x057F) is 

inserted in the macro-cycle to ensure a good survey of the electrical quality of the bus. This periodic 

window is always inserted in the beginning of the aperiodic window. 

 Aperiodic traffic: In the aperiodic window, after having served application's requests (like schedule 

identification variables), if some time remains, masterFIP can schedule presence variables to keep 

updated the list of presence, and identification of the FIP diag. 
struct mstrfip_data **ident_varlist; List of pointers to identification variables to be scheduled during the 

aperiodic window if there is enough time. 

int ident_var_count; number of identification variables 

void (* mstrfip_ident_var_handler) (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_irq *irq); 

callback registered by the application, to be notified when the requests to schedule identification var has 

been completed.(see mstrfip_ident_request() to know how to request identification traffic) 

int mstrfip_aper_var_wind_append(struct mstrfip_macrocycle * mcycle, struct mstrfip_aper_var_wind_cfg *cfg) 

Append an aperiodic variable window in the macro cycle using the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the given macrocyle 

@param[in] cfg aperiodic variable window configuration (@see struct mstrfip_aper_var_wind_cfg ) 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

struct mstrfip_aper_msg_wind_cfg { 

uint32_t end_ustime; time (in us), relative to the macro cycle start, at which the aperiodic window ends. 

unsigned int prod_msg_fifo_size; Maximum number of pending aperiodic messages request sent by the 

application, which can be accumulated till they are processed in the coming aperiodic message windows. 

unsigned int cons_msg_fifo_size; Maximum number of pending aperiodic message request sent by agents 

during a periodic window which can be accumulated till they are processed by the master in the coming 

aperiodic message windows. 

void (* mstrfip_cons_msg_handler)(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *data, 

struct mstrfip_irq *irq); Global callback for consumed message as opposed to callback registered per 

consumed message (see struct mstrfip_data_cfg). By registering this callback, the application is notified 

at the end of an aperiodic msg window, in order to get all aperiodic messages received during this 

aperiodic msg window. In case application has registered callback per consumed message in addition to 

this global callback, only the global will be considered. If none of them is registered (neither global, 

neither individual), an error is returned when application adds an aperiodic msg window in the macro 

cycle. 

void (* mstrfip_prod_msg_handler) (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *data, 

struct mstrfip_irq *irq); Global callback for produced message as opposed to calback registered per 

produced message (see struct mstrfip_data_cfg). By registering this callback, the application is notified 

at the end of an aperiodic msg window, in order to get a status of aperiodic messages sent by the master 

during this aperiodic msg window. In case application has registered callback per produced message in 

addition to this global callback, only the global will be considered. Unlike for consumed message, if 

none of them is registered (neither global, neither individual), it's not an error and simply means that the 

application is not interested to be notified about produced message. 

int mstrfip_aper_msg_wind_append(struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mcycle, struct mstrfip_aper_msg_wind_cfg *cfg) 

Append an aperiodic message window in the macro cycle using the given configuration. 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the given macrocyle 

@param[in] cfg aperiodic message window configuration (@see struct mstrfip_aper_msg_wind_cfg) 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_wait_wind_append (struct mstrfip_macrocycle *, uint32_t silent_wait, uint32_t us_cycle_end); 

Append a wait window in the macro cycle. Note a macrocycle configuration should always end with a wait-

window. This marker is used to determine the macrocycle length 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the given macrocyle 

@param[in] silent_wait set to 1 the wait window is silent otherwise stuffing frames are scheduled. 

@param[in] us_cycle_end time (in us), relative to the macro cycle start, at which the wait window ends. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 



Macrocycle configuration (cont.) 

int mstrfip_ba_load(struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_macrocycle *mcycle); 

Loads the given macrocycle associated with this materFIP device (@see mstrfip_macrocycle_create()) 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] mcycle pointer to the macrocyle to be loaded. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_ba_start(struct mstrfip_dev *dev); 

Starts the loaded macrocycle for the given masterFIP device. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_ba_stop(struct mstrfip_dev *dev); 

Stops the running macrocycle for the given masterFIP device. Then it can be restarted using  mstrfip_ba_start(). 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_ba_reset (struct mstrfip_dev *dev); 

Resets the running macrocycle for the given masterFIP device. This will require to reload a macrocycle and to 

start it by using respectively mstrfip_ba_load() and mstrfip_ba_start() 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

 

  



MasterFIP runtime: 

void mstrfip_var_update (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *var); 

Update the content of the given periodic variable. This call should be done from a callback registered with the 

macrocycle, in order to be synchronized with the macrocycle execution. Otherwise chances are that you get an 

error. This function doesn’t return any error, but periodic variable contains errors, if any. (@see struct 

mstrfip_data) 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] var pointer to the periodic var to be updated. 

int mstrfip_varlist_update (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data **varlist, int var_count); 

Update the content of the given list of periodic variables. For more details @see mstrfip_var_update() 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] varlist list of pointers to periodic var to be updated. 

@param[in] var_count varlist element count. 

@return the number of periodic vars updated 

void mstrfip_msg_update (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *msg); 

Update the content of the given aperiodic message. For more details @see  mstrfip_var_update(). 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] msg pointer to the aperiodic msg to be updated. 

void mstrfip_ident_update (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *ident_var); 

Update the content of the given identification variable. For more details @see  mstrfip_var_update(). 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] ident_var pointer to the identification variable to be updated. 

int mstrfip_identlist_update (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data **identlist, int ident_count); 

Update the content of the given list of identification variables. For more details @see  mstrfip_var_update() 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] identlist list of pointers to identification variables to be updated. 

@param[in] ident_count identlist element count. 

@return the number of identification variables updated 

 

 



 

 

int mstrfip_var_write (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *var); 
Send the new payload of the given periodic variable to the masterFIP device. This new payload is kept by the 

masterfip, waiting for the moment where the macrocycle manager sends it on the bus. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] var pointer to the periodic variable containing the new payload to write. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_msg_write (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data *msg); 
Send the new payload of the given aperiodic message to the masterFIP device. This new payload is kept by the 

masterfip, waiting for the moment where the macrocycle manager sends it on the bus. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] msg pointer to the aperiodic message containing the new payload to write. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

int mstrfip_ident_request (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_data **identlist, int ident_count); 
Send a request to the masterFIP device for scheduling a batch of identification variables. This request is kept by 

the masterfip, waiting for the moment where the macrocycle manager schedules an aperiodic window. 

@param[in] dev device token 

@param[in] identlist list of pointers to identification variables to be scheduled. 

@param[in] ident_count identlist element count. 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

struct mstrfip_report: 
uint32_t tx_ok; number of successful TX during a macrocycle 

uint32_t tx_err; number of failed TX since the system start. 

uint32_t rx_ok; number of successful RX during a macrocycle 

uint32_t rx_err; number of failed RX since the system start 

uint32_t fd_tx_err; number of fieldrive TX error since the system start 

uint32_t fd_tx_err_hwtime; time when the last fieldrive TX error occurred. 

uint32_t fd_cd; number of fieldrive carrier detect since the system start. 

uint32_t fd_tx_watchdog; number of fieldrive watchdog since the system start. 

uint32_t fd_tx_watchdog_hwtime; time when the last fieldrive watchdog occurred. 

uint32_t rx_tmo; number of timed-out since the system start. Time-out on presence frame are not counted. 

uint32_t cycles; number of executed macrocycles since the system start. 

uint32_t ext_sync_pulse_count; number of external trigger seen by RT sw. since the system start. 

uint32_t ext_sync_pulse_missed_count; number of external trigger missed by RT sw. since the system start. 

uint32_t int_sync_pulse_count; number of internal trigger since the system start. 

enum mstrfip_ba_fsm ba_state; current bus arbiter state 

enum mstrfip_cycle_fsm cycle_state; current macrocycle state. 

uint32_t temp; current temperature measurment of the masterfip device. 

int mstrfip_report_get (struct mstrfip_dev *dev, struct mstrfip_report *report); 
Return run time statistics for the given masterfip device. This report includes TX and RX error counters since 

system start, in addition to other useful informations helping to diagnose the running sytsem. (@see struct 

mstrfip_report) 

@param[in] dev device token 

@return 0 on success, -1 on error and errno is set appropriately 

struct mstrfip_diag_shm* mstrfip_diag_get(struct mstrfip_dev *dev); 
Should not be used by application. This function allows existing FIP diagnostic tool to see the new masterFIP as 

the old one. Not documented on purpose. 

 


